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A Planning Guide for The Nonfinancial Aspects of The Life You Really Want
in Retirement
Defining ‘Retirement’
Before beginning an exploration of your next best life after retirement, it is important to think
about what ‘retirement’ doesn’t mean in the 21st Century.
According to Cambridge Online Dictionary, when we retire, it means, “to leave your job or stop
working because of having reached a particular age… or to stop working because of old age or
ill health.”
Problems with the Traditional Definition of Retirement
The outdated traditional definition has two problems. First, at what age should someone retire?
Second, at what age does someone become too ‘old’ to work?
Today, members of the baby boomer generation (those of us born between 1946-1964) can
expect to live longer overall than members of previous generations.
In 1935, when Social Security was first proposed, average life expectancy in the U.S. was only
about 62 years. Today, the average life expectancy is closer to 79 years. Men who reach their
65th birthday have an average life expectancy of a little over 84 years, and women have a life
expectancy of close to 87 years. According to the Social Security Administration, one in four
people who reach their 65th birthday will likely live until at least 90 years old.
The Many Faces of Retirement Today
Because we are likely to live well past the traditional retirement age, this has some implications
we’ve got to consider. First, many boomers may need to keep working. Gone are the days of
guaranteed pensions for the majority of workers.
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Instead, employees are having to think ahead and make wise investments starting very early in
their work years. The majority of boomers are now wishing they had saved more for
retirement. In addition, the cost of medical care is increasing and can take a heavy toll on a
fixed income in retirement.
Some boomers may negotiate a gradual transition process out of the workforce or might
negotiate contract work. Others may find part-time work to make ends meet or start their own
businesses at some point. Boomers are one of the fastest growing segments of entrepreneurs
today.
Second, because we are living so much longer, some boomers may want to work beyond the
traditional retirement age because of some nonfinancial benefits related to working. Being part
of an organization or work environment can provide us with a sense of belonging and identity.
It can also give us a sense of purpose and structure.
Even though some baby boomers may want to work some extra years, approximately 44% end
up ‘retiring’ before they plan on doing so. Some leave their jobs because of ill health, while
others might get pushed out of their jobs to make room for younger workers (yes, ageism is
alive and well today).
No longer are we living in a time when it is realistic to work hard, finish the course, and then
hope for a few leisure years before shuffling off into the sunset. Today, we’ve got to consider
our options and plan for the possibility of a very long life.
Preparation is Essential
When most people think about retirement planning, they think about financial planning. Of
course, it is essential to put a solid financial plan in place (something that most of us probably
should have started much earlier in life). What many don’t consider is that planning for the
nonfinancial aspects is also essential. Experts working in the retirement field generally suggest
allowing at least two to three years for developing a plan for much of what retirement entails
beyond financial considerations. That’s our focus.
How to Use This Guide
This guide is designed to help you start thinking about the kind of life you really want to live in
the coming years. If you have a partner, it can be very useful to go through this guide together
and talk about the issues that will affect both of you. If you are not in a committed relationship,
discussing this guide with a close family member or friend might be helpful.
Disclaimer: This guide cannot be used as a substitute for professional advice from your doctor,
qualified financial advisors, legal experts, or mental health counselors. If you have concerns in
any of these or other areas, talk with the appropriate professional.
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Let’s get started!
We’ll start by giving you an opportunity to assess your current levels of life satisfaction as well
as possible concerns you might have about retirement. Then you’ll have an opportunity to
consider what is most important to you now and in the future.
Next, we’ll explore the phases of retirement, and finally we’ll look at different disciplines that
will help you live your best life now and in the future. Note: You will not be able to complete
the exercises in this guidebook in one setting. Take your time. Use it to your benefit.

Current Levels of Satisfaction
How would you rank your current level of satisfaction with each of the following life areas?
Place an ‘X’ in the appropriate column for each life area description.
Life Area

Very
Satisfied
Satisfied

Dissatisfied Very
Dissatisfied

Activities that provide a sense of
accomplishment/satisfaction
Emotional health (including maintaining a
positive attitude)
Sufficient mental stimulation / mental
challenges
A sense of purpose /meaning
How your time is managed
Physical well-being
Relationship with significant other, if
applicable
Social network/friends outside of the
workplace
Relationship with children or other family
members
Relationship with the boss and co-workers
Finances
Spirituality
Use a separate sheet of paper or a personal journal to respond to each of the following
questions:
1. Are there aspects of your life that you find especially satisfying? If so, think about why

these areas are especially satisfying.
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2. If you indicated that you are dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with any area in your life,

take time to write / and or discuss those areas that are not satisfying for you.

3. Ask yourself how long you have felt dissatisfied and why. Has something changed that

has contributed to your sense of dissatisfaction?
4. Are there things within your control that you could change or modify to increase your

satisfaction in one or more areas?

Concerns about Retirement
When it comes to retirement, boomers are entering uncharted territory. Retirement for us is
(or will likely be) a much different experience than it has been for previous generations.
Because of a degree of uncertainty, it is normal to have some concerns or apprehension. Go
with your gut on this exercise instead of over-thinking each of the following items:
Place an ‘X’ in front of any items that might be of concern when thinking about retirement.
___Outliving my money
___Outliving my memory
___Losing a loved one
___Losing my work identity
___Health/healthcare
___Staying connected
___Figuring out how to use my time
___Finding a new purpose or meaning for my life
___Feeling trapped because of demands others might place on me
___Natural changes due to aging
___Other______________________________________________________________________
Use a separate sheet of paper or a personal journal to respond to each of the following
questions:
1. Are any of the concerns you might have identified ones that you’ve thought about

consistently over the past few months or more?
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2. What experiences have you had or information have you read or heard about that might

contribute to your feelings of concern for some of these areas?
3. What are some possible ways to plan for or address any concerns you have? (Responses

to this question may take time and some reflection.)

What Matters Most?
After spending most of our adult years in the workplace, it can be challenging to rediscover
what really matters to us based on our core values and beliefs. To live our best life, it’s
important to carefully examine what that means to us as individuals.
This exercise will take some time. You may need to circle back and add to your thoughts over
the next several days or even weeks.
Use a separate sheet of paper or a personal journal to respond to each of the following
questions:
1. Identify some of your basic values?
2. What is so important in your life that you would be willing to give up just about anything

not to lose it?
3. Identify and describe the values and beliefs you think are important for a life well-lived?
4. How do these values and beliefs currently influence your attitudes/ feelings and

behaviors?
5. Have you experienced anything in your work (current or past) that has felt inconsistent

with your values or beliefs? If so, what?
6. How will you (or do you) live in retirement in ways that are consistent with what you

value and believe?
7. Are there any changes you wish to make in your life that would better align your actions

with your values and beliefs?

The Retirement Transition Process
Transition literature (including literature on retirement) strongly suggests there are distinct
stages individuals typically navigate as they move toward a new life and identity.
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First, individuals who are retiring usually experience a sense of loss when they leave their
careers. Second, new retirees usually go through a period of uncertainty. During this period, the
new retiree may feel lost or anxious.
The last stage is when the retiree enters a new life and eventually embraces a new identity as a
retiree. However, sometimes it takes several months for the initial ‘retirement honeymoon’ to
wear off. Once that initial ‘honeymoon’ period ends, some retirees find themselves re-entering
the second stage of uncertainty.
If you have already gone through all the transition stages of retirement, you might want to
reflect on the experience by completing this exercise.
Use a separate sheet of paper or a personal journal to respond to each of the following
questions:
1. When you think of retiring, what are some possible losses you might (or did) experience

such as identity/ status, meaningful work, co-workers/relationships, health care,
recognized accomplishments, structure, financial benefits, etc.?
2. What are some ways you might manage the sense of uncertainty that new retirees

often experience? How do you think it will affect you emotionally? How do you think it
will affect others around you?
3. Think about some other major life transitions you’ve experienced (divorce, losing

someone important, moving, changing jobs, etc.) and consider what you learned about
yourself from those experiences that you can apply to your retirement transition.
(Consider the strengths and abilities you developed.)
4. If you have a significant other, what kinds of information and feelings might be useful to

share related to your retirement transition?
5. When you think of retiring, what are some things you anticipate gaining (e.g.,

independence, flexibility, opportunities to pursue new interests, more time to do things
that really matter, etc.)?

What Do You Want Your Retirement to Look Like?
For many of us, it may have been years (if ever) since we’ve had the luxury of choosing how we
want to spend most of each day, week, month, and the coming years.
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With retirement, we now have choices. That sounds easy, but when you’ve spent most of your
life responding to the demands, priorities, and structures others have created, it’s pretty easy
to get disconnected from what really matters to you.
As you answer the following questions (using a separate sheet of paper or a personal journal),
try to recall specific examples:
1. When do you feel your happiest or most positive? What are you doing? Describe where
you are and any other people who might be involved.

2. What types of activities energize you?

3. What types of activities drain you?

4. What are some creative, physical, social, or mentally stimulating activities that you’re
curious about or might want to explore?

5. What would a typical “ideal” retirement week (structure) look like for you? Describe in
as much detail how you will spend each day in a week doing what you think would help
create your best life in retirement. What kinds of daily routines will you have (when
you’d like to go to bed, get up, do any reading, getting exercise, connecting with others,
etc.)?
6. What are some ways you can cultivate and maintain a positive attitude towards aging?

7. What do you currently believe are some of the most important priorities or activities
you want to focus on during your retirement years?
8. If you had 12-18 months left to live, would any of your retirement activities change?
Describe what you’d like to accomplish in your final years.
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What Kinds of Connections are Most Important to You?
Use a separate piece of paper or a personal journal to respond to each of the following
questions:
1. Consider what types of social interactions you enjoy most. Do you like small, intimate
settings or do you tend to enjoy social settings that involve a lot of people?
2. When around a lot of social activity, are you more likely to feel energized or drained?

3. Do you enjoy getting together with one or two people or a large group of people?

4. Describe what you think makes a close relationship or a good friend. This could include
the different levels of disclosure you share with a given individual such as surface-level
friends (you exchange pleasantries), or social-level friends (you may do activities
together and share some common experiences that you discuss), or intimate friends
(friends with whom you can share your heart and soul without judgment).
It is common to have different types of friendships. We may have several surface-level
friendships and social friendships, but most of us only have a few ‘heart and soul’ intimate
friends. The most intimate people in your life could include partners, spouses, long-time
friends, siblings, or other family members.
Think about the people in your life. These people could be co-workers, neighbors, family
members, partners, people you see regularly when you are out in the community, or
volunteers. List some of these people you usually see or stay in touch with on a regular basis
(e.g. daily, weekly, monthly, etc.).
On a scale of 1-5, how would you rate these individuals as personally close to you (1 being a
surface-level relationship and 5 being a ‘heart and soul’ relationship):
Name

Closeness (1-5)
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1. Do you have different types of connections in your life?
2. Do you have some social and some ‘heart and soul’ people in your life?
3. Are there some connections you are missing or need in your life that you don’t have? If
so, what are some ways you can cultivate these needed connections? Brainstorm at
least three ideas for developing new connections (this could include inviting people for a
meal or activity, joining a group or cause, taking the initiative to contact someone you
haven’t heard from for a while, etc.).

Mental / Personal Engagement
Use a separate sheet of paper or a personal journal to respond to each of the following
questions:
1. What new (or renewed) activities interest you? Examples might include: Writing, art,
music, sports, computers, dancing, playing board games, gardening, traveling or
exploring new areas, learning a new language, spending more time with family, thrill
seeking, or having new experiences, etc.

2. Identify one or more activities that would mentally challenge you such as learning sign
language or gaining skill in an area outside of your life experience (e.g. learning how to
develop a website or do home repairs, etc.).
3. Do you plan to work at least part-time during retirement (including working for
yourself)? If so, what do you imagine yourself doing?
4. Do you have certain things you keep on your ‘bucket list’ (things you want to do before
you leave this world)?

Healthy Living
On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 is poor and 5 is excellent) rate how well you feel you are practicing good
habits in each of the following areas:
____Healthy diet (appropriate portions, limited process foods, sufficient fruits, vegetables,
nuts, whole grains, etc.)
____Sufficient intake of water
____Tobacco use
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____Alcohol
____Weight management
____Routine medical examinations (doctor, dentist, etc.)
____Routine strength exercises
____Routine stretching
____Routine balance work
____Routine cardio workouts (as approved by your doctor)
____Regular, sufficient, restful sleep
____Regular meditation or other stress management activities as appropriate

1. Are there any new health-related opportunities you want to take advantage of in
retirement such as taking a healthy cooking class, joining a walking group, etc.? List
some of them:

2. Do you have any health concerns as you look ahead to retirement?

3. If you do have any health-related concerns, what steps have you (or will you) take to
monitor/manage these concerns?

4. Are there some areas of your retirement life that you would like to continuously
improve or manage (e.g., certain activities, exercise, social engagements, personal
development, etc.)? If so, you may wish to use a measurable action plan.

A measurable action plan is different than simply writing goals or creating a to-do list. A
measurable action plan identifies a range of performance. By doing this, we can not only track
our progress, we avoid the ‘succeed or fail’ mindset. If we break a goal (like improving our
overall exercise quality and amount) down into specific measurable aspects, then we can see
we what we are doing well and where we can improve.
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Here’s an example:
Focus: Increasing Exercise Quality and Amount
Strength training per week
Distance walking per week
Time working on balance per week
Time working on flexibility per week
Cups of water consumed each week
Percent of meals that qualify as healthy each week

Achieving
60+ minutes
15+ miles

Maintaining
30-59 minutes
10-14.99 miles

Struggling
<30 minutes
<10 miles

Location, Location, Location!
While many Boomers believe they would like to age in place, others find it more practical or
desirable to move. Common considerations before moving often include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost of Living
Proximity to family
Environment (including climate, size and type of community, etc.)
Availability of Healthcare
Recreational and Enrichment Opportunities (including life-long learning
opportunities)
Public Transportation (anticipating potential future need)
Aging-friendliness (sufficient support, services, and connections)

1. If you are thinking about a potential move, what are some of the most important
considerations for you?
2. Analyze your current living situation based on the considerations you identified as most
important.
3. If your current living situation isn’t ideal, start working on identifying an area that would
more closely meets your needs.

Passive Income Needs
Before you set a date to retire, you might want to carefully review your finances. Hopefully,
your actual financial retirement planning has been something you have been working on for
several years.
The following is just a partial check-list. Nothing in this guidebook is a substitute for
professional advice that you should receive from a qualified financial advisor. Speak with a
qualified professional financial advisor if you need financial advice.
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____Do you know how much money you currently spend each month? (I personally created a
spread sheet and tracked every cent I spent for an entire year before I actually retired.)
____ Do you have an idea of how much money you will need to have set aside for
emergencies?
____ Do you still have a mortgage or other significant debts?
____ Do you have an idea of how long you could potentially live?
____ Do you know how much passive income you can count on after retirement (pensions,
Social Security, other investments, etc.)?
____ Are you anticipating other passive income such as royalties from creative works, rental
income, etc.?
____Do you plan to work at least part-time after retirement?

Your Legacy: Financial and Personal
Use a separate sheet of paper or a personal journal to respond to each of the following
questions:
1. As appropriate, have you created a financial plan for yourself or for others (including
creating a will)?
2. Are there people in your life with whom you need to discuss your retirement plans? If
so, list:

3. Have you shared verbally or have you written down information about your life that you
would like some family members to know about? For example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are some of your most important values and beliefs and from where did
they come?
What are some valuable insights you gained throughout your life?
What experiences are you most grateful for?
What were some of the biggest challenges you faced and what did you learn
from them?
What accomplishments make you most proud?
What do you want loved ones to remember about you?
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Personal Goals and Action Steps
Use a separate sheet of paper or a personal journal to respond to each of the following
questions:
1. If in a relationship, what are some important values, beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors that
you share with your significant other?

2. If in a relationship, what are some ways you provide and receive encouragement to follow
your individual dreams?

3. If in a relationship, what are some examples of together and individual goals or aspirations?

4. Is some type of spiritual/religious connection important to you? If so, do you routinely
spend some time participating in spiritual/religious activities (this could include reflection,
meditation, prayer, etc.)?

5. Can you identify people (past or present) who have modeled a life that you admire? What
values, attitudes, beliefs, or behaviors did these people demonstrate?

6. Are there specific visual images that come to mind when you think about your best life in
retirement? If so, describe what you see, where you are, how you feel, and what you are
doing. Note: You might also consider collecting images from magazines or other sources
that you can add to your journal that help you ‘see’ your ideal self and your ideal life.

7. When you think about your life so far, have there been consistent dreams that you would
like to explore to a greater extent in retirement?

8. When you think about things in life you value most, how would you describe a purposeful or
meaningful retirement?
9. Identify some important retirement-based goals that you can start working on
immediately?
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10. As you think about your values, consider at least one of the following areas related to a
fulfilling retirement and then identify at least one action step you can take now to enhance
the area(s) you have selected:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Positive attitude / mental health
Mental stimulation
Physical health
Personal engagement
Relationships
Meaningful activities / a sense of purpose
Personal accomplishments/goals
Spiritual well-being
Legacy
finances (including part-time work)
Other____________________________________

Describe your action step(s):

Option: Consider developing a measurable action plan for the area or areas you identified.
Example: Positive attitude
Behaviors that may
contribute to a positive
attitude
Exercise

Achieving

Maintaining

Struggling

Walk 15-30 min. each day

Walk 15-30 minutes 4-5
times during week

Spend time with positive
people
Read positive information

Interact with two positive
people during the week
Find something positive to
read each day

Interact with one positive
person during the week
Find something positive to
read three times per week

Gratitude

Express gratitude for five
things each day

Express gratitude for three
things each day

Walk less than 15 minutes
per day and/ or less than 4
days per week
No interactions with positive
people during week
Find something positive to
read less than three times
per week
Express gratitude for less
than three things each day

11. Describe aspects of yourself 15-20 years from now that will be most important to you.
(Consider your overall health, relationships, sense of purpose, engagement in life, and any
other aspects that are important to you.)
12. How do you want others to see you, think of you, or describe you?
13. What actions are you willing to start taking now to help move you toward the person you
wish to become within the next 15-20 years?
Copyright 2019 Boomer Best U, LLC
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Paula is available for presentations and workshops on how to plan the nonfinancial aspects of
your best life now and in retirement. She is open to working with small groups of future retirees
in the workplace or community and is also available for business and conference presentations.
In addition to services available, Paula offers regular information, tools, and strategies on her
website that can help individuals who are 50+ start planning for potentially their best years
ahead.

Website: https://boomerbestu.com
Email: Paula@boomerbestu.com

Paula is certified as a professional retirement coach. She continues to research information
related to retirement lifestyles. She is also a retired associate professor of communication.
Prior to teaching, she held positions as an educational researcher, a national workshop
facilitator, an executive director for a nonprofit, and as a marketing consultant. Paula was a cokeynote speaker for an Extraordinary Living Conference and was a TEDx speaker in 2017. She
has also written several articles for Sixty and Me, an online magazine that focuses on the needs
and interests of women over sixty.

